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ABSTRACT: The rockmeter is an inflatable packer fitted with radial displacement
transducers. This apparatus is traditionnally used in geotechnics to measure the
shear modulus of rocks. If the test, (known as pressiometric test) is run until
yielding occurs, it can be shown that the displacement field during drilling
(isotropic when there is no fracture) will become anisotropic. The multiplication
of the number of equations relating the radial displacement of a borehole
(depending this time on the azimuth) and the pressure, makes it possible, by
applying any inverse method (probabitist, least squares) to determine, with a
single test, the two horizontal geostatic stresses, the elastic constants, and
the azimuth of the fracture.

RESUME : Le rockmetre est un packer gonflable equipe de capteurs de deplacement
radiaux. Cet appareil est traditionnellement employe en geotechnique pour mesurer
le module de cisaillement des roches. Si l'essai (appele essai pressiometrique)
est conduit jusqu'a la rupture, on peut montrer que le champ de deplacement au
contour du forage (isotrope si ce dernier n'est pas fracture) devient anisotrope.
La multiplication du nombre d'equations reliant le deplacement radial du forage
(dependant cette fois de l'azimuth) a la pression, permet par une methode inverse
quelconque (probabiliste, moindres carres) de determiner en un seul essai les
2 contraintes geostatiques horizontales, les constantes elastiques et l'azimuth
de la fracture.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG : Der "rockmeter" ist ein aufblasbarer "packer", der mit einem
"Radiann- Bewegungsempfaenger ausgeruestet ist. Dieses Geraet wird ueblicherweise
in der Geotechnik benutz, um das Modul der Gesteinsabscherung zu messen. Wenn der
Versuch (tressiometrischer Versuch genannt) bis zur Fraktur gefuehrt wird, kann
gezeigt werden, dass das Bewegungsfeld im Bereich der Bohrung (isotrop, wenn es
nicht gebrochen ist) anisotrop wird. Die Multiplikation der Anzahl der Gleichungen,
die die radiale Bewegung der Bohrung (die diesmal von dem Azimut abhaengig ist)
mit dem Druck verbindet, erlaubt mit einem beliebigen umgekehrter Method
(Wahnscheinlichkeit, kleinstes Quadrat) mit einem einzigen Versuch die beiden
geostatischen, horizontalen Spannungen, die elastischen Konstanten und den Azimut
der Fraktur zu bestimmen.
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IRTRODUCTIOlI

The in situ methods used today in geo-
technics make it possible. to determine
either certain components of the geosta-
tic state of stress [overcoring (BUYLE--
BODIN F., 1980), restablishment method
(TINCELIN E., 1951), hydraulic
fracturing (HAIMSON and FAIRHURST, 1969
- ROEGIERS J .C., 1975)], or to measure
the elastic properties of the rock (ra-
dial or sectionnal pressiometric test
(JEAGER J.C. and COOK NWG, 1969
CHARLEZ Ph., 1983)J. Taken separately,
therefore, these tests only provide part
of the parameters required. If several
are combined in the same borehole soon
makes the overall cost prohibitive,
especially if the measurements are taken
at great depths. The purpose of the
rockmeter is to combine two essential
elements on the same device : the uni-
form radial pressurization of the bore-
hole above the yielding point using an
inflatable packer, and the measurement
of the deformation of the same borehole
for different azimuths. As we will see,
this method makes it possible, with a
single test, to determi~e all the para-
meters required.

Theoretical approach

We will consider an infinite medium,
which' is elastic, homogenous and
isotropic (elastic modulus E, and
Poisson's ratio V ) subjected to a geo-
static state of stress with a major
principle component direction assumed
vertical.

The borehole is vertical with a
radius R. Using an inflatable packer,
fitted with radial (or diame tral) trans-
ducers, we will apply an increasing
pressure, P. As long as rupture does not
occur, the displacement field at the
wall of the borehole is uniform. The
displacement measurement allows one to
assees the shear modulus, G, of the ma-
terial using the relation (JEAGER J.C.
and COOK NWG, 1969).

PR
(I) G

UD is the diametral displacement of the
borehole. If the test is continued until
rupture, the data will be much more
complete.

1. IRITIATIOR
FltACTURE

OF A PRESSIOMBTRIC

For a specific value PR, of the
pressure, a symmetrical fracture will
initiate at the edge of the borehole
when the minimum tangential stress
(the compressions are considered as
positive) reaches a critical value RT
called "traction resistance of the
rock". As the loading of the borehole
is axysymmetric the problem can be
considered in plane strain.

In this case , the tangential stress
at the borehole results from the
superposition of the horizontal
geostatic state of stress, disturbed
by the presence of the borehole over
a distance of about four times the
radius and the one due to the
rockmeter pressure.

This superposition gives the relation
(Fig. 1) :

x

~ - Position of the problem

( U 1 + U 2) - 2 (U 1 - U 2)-

cos 2 e - P

where CJ 1 and CJ 2 are the major and
minor principle horizontal components
of the geostatic tensor.

(J is counted from U1. According to
the proposed criterion, rupture will
occur for a value PR of the pressure,
such as :

(3) MIN (Uee ) = - RT (RT > 0)

Le. for e oo so that

(4) 3 U 2 - U 1 + RT
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2 _ PROPAGATION
FRACTURE

OF A PRESSIOMETRIC

Once a fracture has been initiated,
it will propagate in the direction of
the major principle component ° 1.
According to the Griffith
criterion (GRIFFITH A.A., 1921), the
fracture will continue to propagate
as long as the stress intensity
factor KI at the tip of the fracture
remains above the critical stress
intensity factor KIC-

The problem was calculated
numerically by Clifton (CLIFTON R.J.
and aL, , 1976) (Fig. 2), for a
cylindr ica1 ring provided with a
radial fracture of a length L. For
values of W over 7, it can be noted
that at the start, the propagation of
the fracture is unstable
( a KI / a L) > 0 but the effect
of the pressure soon decreases and
the propagation becomes stable
( a KI / a L) < O.

~Propagation conditions (rockmeter)

W=b/.1=I,(b.al
K~=K,/M

• •I

~
Propagation conditions
(hydraulic facturing)

In other words, in order to continue
fracture propagation, the pressure
has to increase. The case of
hydraulic fracturing (Fig. 3) is
obviously very different, as
fracturing pressure drops with the
lenght of the fracture
( a KI / a L) > 0 whatever W.

3_ REOPENING TEST,

Once the fracture has propagated, the
rockmeter is deflated, which may cau-
se the fracture to close completely.

Repressurization will reopen the
fracture, first of all, at the bore-
hole. The pressure value
corresponding is known as the "reope-
ning pressure", Po- Requiring absolu-
tely no more resistance from the
rock, this value will be

(5 )

From the relations (4) and (5), it is
then possible to evaluate the rock I s
resistance :

(6)

This reopening test is only valid if
the horizontal stress field is not
excessively isotropic (if,
o 1 > 3 o 2' the fracture is al-

ready reopened at zero pressure). If
the pressure is now increased
further, but remains below the maxi-
mum pressure reached during the rup-
ture test, the fracture whose propa-
gation conditions are not
required, wfll not propagate. -The
problem can then be considered as a
linear elastic problem. Once the
fracture has been reopened, in fact,
the displacement field around the bo-
rehole can be expressed as follows :

(7) UR (6 )
F(01,02,P,R,L,E,v,6)

Knowledge of relation (7), for a cer-
tain number of different azimuth
will therefore allow one, by any
inverse method, to determine, in a
single test 01' 02' E, \!, plus, as
will be discussed further fracture
azimuth.
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However the complexity of the bounda-
ries (singularities at the fracture -
borehole contacts), prevents this
problem from being solved analytical-
ly.

We have therefore decided to use a
numerical model, based on the "dis-
placement discontinuities method"
(CROUCH S.L., 1976). This consists in
meshing the limits of the zone within
which the stresses distribution is
being studied, into a certain number
of segments, on which the mechanical
boundary conditions are constant.
Thus a system of linear equations is
established where the unknowns (the
discontinuities within the displace-
ment field between each segment) are
calculated in such a way as to satis-
fy the boundary conditions. The sym-
metry of the problem posed, allows
numerical treatment using a single
borehole quarter modelled by
18 segments. The fracture itself is
represented by segments, of similar
lenght s, placed on the axis of the
maximum principle stress a l' The
calculations gave the following
results :

Deformation
borehole

of the fractured

The deformation should not take
into account the borehole deforma-
tion due to geostatic stresses.
This deformation is anterior to
~hp pres~~rization,

and cannot be monitored during the
tes~. The displacements recorded
during the test are the result of
the operation shown in Fig. 4,
where the initial state is that of
stressed but not pressurized bore-
hole. A comparison is established
on Fig. 5 between the case with
(dashed line) and without
fracture.

~ - Initial and final state
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Below the reopening pressure, the
fracture has no effect on the dis-
placement field but as soon as the
pressure value exceeds Po, it be-
comes anisotropic and its maximum
value is observed, theoretically
in a direction perpendicular to
that of the fracture. However, for
the anisotropy of the displacement
field to be high, the pressure has
to considerably exceed Po' Even
for high values (120 bar on
Fig. 5) the anisotropy remains lo-
calised around the borehole. The
method does not, therefore give a
very accurate idea of the fracture
azimuth during reopening, and it
is only within the vicinity of the
fracture that relations such
as (7) are independant. A
sufficient number of transducers
are therefore necessary for the
inverse method to be applicable.

Influence of the parameters
A parametric study gave the fol-
lowing results :

the radial displacement,
Ur ( 8) is in inverse propor-
tion to the Young's modulus,
whatever azimuth 8 , is consi-
dered
the radial displacement depends
only slightly on Poisson's ra-
tio
the fracture must be segmented
over a distance greater than
that over which the fracture



opens. Otherwise it will be ar-
tificially blocked, and the di-
rect problem could no longer be
treated as elasticity.
In principle a 1 t.ends to open
the fracture, and a2 tends to
close it. In other words the
effect of the fracture on the
displacement field increases
with the deviator.

4. BEHAVIOUR FOR HIGH PRESSURE VALUES

If the pressure continues
increase, the propagation will
continue, but becomes more and
difficult, due to
stress intensity factor, whose
drops fast as the length of the
ture grows.

to
also
more

the
value
frac-

Two phenomena can be seen to occur
here first of all, the stress in-
tensity factor at the borehole (ini-
tially lower, in a direction other
than that parallel to the major prin-
ciple component of the stress tensor)
may become preponderant in an
other azimuth e (Fig. 6). A second
fracture is created which disturbs
the displacement field. At this
point, the curves become extremely
difficult to interpret.

___ u,

Fig. 6 - Multiple rupture

Secondly, when the overall fracturing
process ceases, the geometry of the
medium having been thoroughly distur-
bed, there is often a considerable
stiffening in certain directions.
This phenomenon is however, less gen-
eral than the preceding one.

At. the beginning, the problem had fi-
ve unknowns (a 1, a 2' E, 'J and the
fracture azimuth). The direct' problem

makes it possible to reduce conside-
rably the numbe~ of unknowns :

the linear part, prior to fractu-
ration which gives G (eq 1)'

the fracture reopening pressure
gives a relation between aI' and
a 2 (eq 5).

the anisotropy of the displacement
field makes it possible to
evaluate the fracture azimuth.

Only two unknowns remain for the pro-
blem (a 1 or a 2' E or 'J ) which can
be solved only at an inverse calcu-
lation.

The inverse problem

Given a phy~ical system de$ermined by
a vector m, a vector d and a
non-linear operation g to that :

(8) d g (it)
Finally....we will consider the
vector do known as the "data vector".
In the specific problem of pressio-
metric fracturing ~ is the unknown
vector (E or 'J, aI, or a 2) and d
• h . 0~s t e d~splacement vector measured
at different points of the borehole.
The operator g represents the displa-
cement discontinuities method. The
direct problem, thoroughly developed
in the preceding paragraph consisted
in calculating d, knowing 'fu. The in-
verse problem has the objective of
calculating 'fu so that

(9) g

The problem must be treated in two
parts: the probabilistic approach,
and the optimization.

a) The probabilistic approach
(JULIEN Ph., 1984)
It is not possible to proceed di-
rectly with an optimization by
least squares, as there is only a
very vague idea of the parameters,
E and a l> The first step
consists in determining a reasona-
ble margin for these two parame-
ters.

The approximate estimation rii is
choosen within a grid (Fig. 7) on
which the two parameters vary con-
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siderably (obviously defined with
a certain physical coherence).

EJ~--'--r-T"""T"1~

H-+-+-+-+-+--l

E 1L...J •......••--'--'- .•.••••.••......••_U,
0"1 0".

~I
Probabilist approach : meshing

At each node of the grid, where a
pair of values E, 01, is given,
g (rii) is calculated using the di-
rect problem. A density of proba-
bility is then allocated to each
node, ij, (in fact, this is more
of a measurement density) so that
(assuming a Gauss law).

f· .LJ Exp - { k ~= 1

2
- doiJ

}0".2
L

Where 0 i represents the error on
the displacement measurements , di
and doi, the calculated
[d = g (~)] and measured
'displacement respectively. This
densi ty of measurement (which can
be normalized) is applied by plot-
ting marginal density curves for
each of the two parameters.

The final estimation will be cal-
culated by central estimators.

Generally, the probabilistic
approach is carried out in several
steps: first of all a "zone" is
identified using a large grid,
then this zone is meshed in a much
finer grid. The exact solution can
thus be found within approximate-
ly 15 %. The result (recorded ;0)
is known as "preliminary
estimation" and will be used as a
starting value in the optimization
phase. It should be noted that the
calculation time required for the
probabilist approach may be very
long.

b) Optimization (TARANTOLAA.
VALETTEB., 1982)

and

Optimization consists in tookin~
for the final estimation it.

+ • • +dof m, gLvLng a vector very
close to do so that

II d - do II
is a minimum.
However, through the probabilist
approach, we know that riio' which
represents the initial model
injected into the inversion is
fairly close to the final result.
Also, it is necessary for the fi-
nal estimation 11 * to be such
that:

I I g ( ; ) - do I I

II ~* riio I I is a minimum.

The solution to the inverse pro-
blem is the model m * whi.ch mini-
mizes the expression :

This equation is solved by itera-
tion.

c) Example

We have calculated by a direct
computation the displacement field
with the following parameters :

01 100 bar, O2 = 50 bar,
P = 150 bar, E = 125.000 bar,\}= 0.30
The results were

8 (degree) UR (microns)

9
18
27
36
45
54
63
72
81
90

77 .5
79.7
81.8
83.3
84.3
85
85.4
85.7
85.9
85.9

The probabilist computation was rea-
lised in two steps with only one
parameter a 2 (E is supposed to be
known). In the first step the values
proposed were 25 bar to 85 bar with
an interval of 10 bars. The marginal
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density is maximum between 45 and
55 bar. The average state of stress
gives the values 01 102.3 bar
and a 2 51.5 bar, values already
very closer to the exact solution.
The marginal density curve for the
second calculation (Fig. 8) for which
the meshing varies from 44 to 56 bar
with steps each two bar shows that
the average solution is :

a 1 100.03 bar
and

a 2 50.05 bar.

..

.8

.7..

.S

.4

.3

.2

.1

~ - Example of marginal density

In a last
squares, the
chosen as :

E 120.000 bar
and

a 2 = 45 bar

calculation with least
initial estimator mo was

The final solution is very closer to
the exact one :

E 125.000 bar
and

a 2 = 50 bar
->-

We can see that when the data do are
very precise (here it is computed and
not measured), the solution is easily
obtained. The sensibility of the me-
thod when experimental or theoretical
errors exist (for instance the mate-
rial is not perfectly elastic) has to
be tested in the future.

Experimental results

Two series of tests were run on lime-
stone and cement blocks, in order to
verify the theoretical approach expe-
rimentally. The cell consists of a
packer 9.5 cm in diameter fitted with
three 120° diametral

displacement gauges. It is designed
to work in 10 cm diameter boreholes.
The maximum operating pressure is 250
bar, and the useful length is 90 cm.

a) Tests on non-stressed blocks

Three tests were first run on
non-stressed limestone and cement
blocks, in order to check the ani-
sotropy of the displacement field
when fracture initiates.

For test 1 (limestone) there are
four clearly distinct phases:
firstly the inflation of the
packer, secondly the 1inear elas-
tic zone (very low anisotropy of
the material, with a shear modulus
between 51.000 and 60.000 bar) ;
at 220 bar, the rupture appears
perpendicular to the probe n" 3. A
stage can be seen for the three
probes, but that of probe n° 3 is
twice that of the two others. An
extra increase in pressure shows
that the material becomes linear
elastic again, with a considerable
increasing of stiffness in direc-
tion 3, where the material has
been strongly compacted.

Two more tests were run on metric
blocks of concrete with a geome-
tric anisotropy.

The initial rupture can be seen
perfectly, especially in test 3
(Fig. 9), where it is single, and
perpendicular to probe 1. For
test 2 (Fig 10), the rupture is
multiple, and hence, the
post-rupture stiffening is not
observed in the direction of the
probe, but in that of probe 3,
perpendicular to the second
fracture.
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~ -.Unstressed concret block
(third test)

P (bar)

250 500 750

Fig. 10
Unstressed concrete block (second test)

b) Tests on blocks stressed

A second serie of pressiometric
tests was run using the same cell
on blocks of cement,
30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm, with a
10 cm diameter hole in the centre.
These blocks were loaded biaxially
by a "100 ton" hydraulic press.

The inflation of the probe was
realised using a pressure servo-
controlled system. The ratio
between the borehole diameter and
the length of the cube is only 3,
so formula (1) and (5) were
modified (see attachement).

The results of the three tests
(test 2 is represented on Fig. 11)
give fairly similar results to the
preceding ones, i.e. :

the fracture
perpendicular to 02
the third test,
appeared inclined
turned perpendicular

appears
(except in
where it
and then

to 0 2).

the displacement field around
the borehole becomes
anisotropic as soon as the
fracture appears, and reaches a
maximum value perpendicular to
the latter.
the reopening pressure is lower
than the rupture pressure, but
the change in slope is not
always easy to determine,
except perpendiculary to the
fracture.
the cement is not completely
elastic, which obviously leaves
some doubt regarding the
starting hypotheses.

~

...~
:!:!..-" •..

-Io.:.!!l!'..:.- ..

_ ..•..
to la

Fig. 11
Stressed cement block (test 2)

However, we have attempted to
inverse the data of the three
diametral probes (which, in our
opinion is not enough) for tests 2
and 3. The results are given in
the table below (this is an
inversion for a single parameter,
E having been tested on
cylindrical samples.
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'eet •• v • p• a1ca1c atc•1c CT, CT.
(lin) (lI.r)

0.25 1051100 II 18.5 12.1 IS 10
0.2S 79700 17 23.6 16.35 ,. IS

•

Table 1 : Determination of the geostatic
stresses by inversion of pressiometric
data.

The overall error is 20 %, which
high, considering the

used. This is mainly due to
experimental conditions,

is
method
the
i.e. :

insufficient number of probes

the selected material
the inadequate dimensions of
the cubes compared with these
of the pressiometer and the
friction effect of the press's
plates.
the weight of the pressiometer
on the lower part of the
borehole.

CONCLUSIONS

The main advantage of this
allow, with a single
determination of several
whereas with traditional
fracturing only one can be
Le. cr2•

The stability of the propagation, due to
the fact that the fracture is not
loaded, makes it possible to solve the
problem through elasticity, and apply
very sophisticated inversion methods.
However, the anisotropy is only marked
in the vicinity of the fracture.
Therefore many probes are necessary for
the inversion to converge. Moreover, if
for any reason, the elastic zone is
exceeded, the fracturing may become
multiple, which makes interpretation
almost impossible.

method is to
test the

parameters,
hydraulic

determined,

Although the method is attractive, more
experimental results are needed to prove
it definitively.
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APPENDIX: Laboratory simulation of a
rocky block with a central cylindrical
hole, is obviously carried out on a
finite medium. An approximate analytical
calculation in plane elasticity
(SALEH K., 1985) shows that corrections
are necessary. If L is the length of
half one edge of the cube, and R is the
borehole radius, the stress cree
resulting from the geostatic stresses
is :

" (0 1 • a 2)

2 (" - 12)

I'(1'--)-o ,
" (a 1 - a 2)

2 '" • 12)3

] " (" + 12) r ]
[
("2 • Nl2 • ,. a4) _ 12 12 p 2 • ------ COS,.

04

with M 0.37 L2 (3.64 - cos 4 e ).

and that resulting from the uniform
pressure P is :

PR2
[1 +

M ]cree
(M - R2) P 2

P and e being the polar
of any point on the cube.
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